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1
 You have been asked by the School Council to conduct a uniform audit. They 
would like you to audit the current school uniform to determine which elements of 
the uniform are SunSmart and suggest improvements for those elements of the 
uniform which don’t meet sun protection requirements. Working in groups of four, 
complete an audit of: 

a) Your male and female summer uniform

b) Your male and female winter uniform

c) Your PE/sports uniform

2
 Where a uniform does not meet SunSmart requirements, develop a list of 
recommendations for change, including supporting illustrations. 

3
 These recommendations should then be presented to the School Council (your 
fellow class mates) in the form of a 10 minute group visual and oral presentation for 
their consideration.

Suggested year level
Years 9 and 10

Prepare yourself (teacher)
View the Dark side of tanning clip 
and familiarise yourself with the ideas 
presented.

Class resources
• Computer, data projector and screen to 

show the Dark side of tanning clip.

• Poster paper and coloured pencils.

Estimated time required
4 periods

The activity

SunSmart-ifying  
your uniform 
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Extend yourself
Collate the class results into a concise report to submit to the ‘real’ School 
Council for consideration.  Detail in your report your considerations and 
justifications about why these changes are necessary.

Stripes mainly
visable on
arms only

Waist cinched
in by apron tie

Skirt
somewhat

layered

Opaque socks

Short boots
with buckles
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Teacher assessment advice

Excellent Very Good Good Average Poor

Summer uniform 
recommendations were well 
thought out and considerate of 
SunSmart requirements.

Winter uniform recommendations 
were well thought out and 
considerate of SunSmart 
requirements.

PE/sports uniform 
recommendations were well 
thought out and considerate of 
SunSmart requirements.

Report was set out logically and 
well written.

Uniform suggestions were 
included in illustration form and 
annotated. 

Ability to work as a team member.

Individual contribution to the task.

Showed organisation and 
submitted the task on time. 

Total      / 

Teacher comments:
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Student self-reflection:


